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Abstract 

This study will present the conceptual model of volatility index of the Islamic REITs (I
REITs which covers I-REITs in Malaysia. This is aimed to provide clear evident and perception 
for I-REITs as major investment option in property security market. The volatility index will be 
considering the major indicators of performance in portfolios' assets performance namely 
Sharpe Index, potential of diversification, portfolio optimisation, causality, volatility and 
spillovers. Research on Global I-REITs have not been significant yet. This is especially on the 
issue of volatility index due to the high integration of major portfolios assets market in recent 
years. This study attempts to fill the space in the picture of I-REITs markets by using a volatility 
technique. Islamic REITs has attracted other countries to start diversifying their businesses as 
well as optimizing their countries' investment opportunities 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

There is growing concern on the need to establish volatility index in Malaysian property 
portfolio market. This is due to the several financial and health crises in recent years such as 
Global Financial Crisis (GFC), oil price crisis, Eurozone crisis and several pandemics such as 
SARS, H 1 N1 and Covid-19. This indicates the concern over this issue has been growing 
significantly. Nevertheless, the efforts to establish systematic and dynamic volatility index for 
local property market are quite limited. This is especially in Islamic REITs where the factors of 
Shariah compliance need to be highlighted in establishing the volatility index for I-REITs. 
Volatility risk has played a major role in several financial disasters in previous crises events. 
However, in several countries, some investors are also able to make profit from the 
fluctuations in volatility. For instance in 2004, Chicago Options Exchange (CBOE) established 
volatility futures where it provides volatility options. Therefore, volatility index will able to serve 
underlying assets to volatility derivatives where it plays the same role in normal index market 
for options and futures. While research on traditional stock markets have exploded in recent 
decades, less attention has been paid to its Islamic counterpart, especially in terms of volatility 
transmission. Hakim and Rashidian (2005), for example, investigate the risk and return of the 
Dow Jones Islamic Market Index (DIJMI) and its traditional equivalent, the Wilshire 5000 Index 
(W5000). Muhammad (2002) examines the output of the KLSE Composite index, the KLSE 
Syariah index, and the RHBI index in Malaysia between 1992 and 2000. 

In view of the aforementioned studies, there are mixed findings as to which variables have 
a major impact on Malaysian I-REITs' volatility. The majority of the studies discussed above 
relate to our interpretation of volatility's econometric characteristics. However, only a few have 
an economic rationale for stock return fluctuations and the underlying causes of the observed 
volatility. This research tries to close this gap by examining the efficacy of volatility impact 
variables in controlling both traditional ancl Islamic capital markets in Malaysia. Investors will 
be able to make decisions while using dynamic tracling strategies if the volatility of the 
underlying stocks in the Malaysian I-REITs market could be correctly measured. 
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